VISION DESTINY 2020 6
I am going to review some of the things that were key in 2019
I will share my journals that will include:
What God said in 2019
What God did in 2019
What does that mean for 2020?
What heavenly season are we in now?
What has God said for 2020?
What does God want us to do in 2020?
Where does God want us to go in 2020?
Please don’t believe anything I say just because I say it
If you resonate with anything I say in your spirit, or if you object strongly to anything I share, take it back
to God and openly ask Him to give you direct revelation
I can only share information about my revelation that has come through my personal encounters and
experience
Only by engaging God yourselves can you have revelation, not information
We all need to know the truth

Son, legislate for the restoration of relationship between those who are estranged and strained and call
people back into family.
I call for all that is hidden to come into the light
I call for all that is broken to be reconciled
I call for all that is hurt to be healed
I call all who feel rejected to find their acceptance in You
I call for all who are angry, bitter and resentful to be inspired to forgive and release
I call for all who are motivated by the political spirit and are trading on the trading floor of Cain to come to a
realisation and renounce enmity, strife and control
I call all that are operating on the trading floor of leviathan who are gossiping, twisting the truth, to come to
a realisation and renounce those trades
I call for the light of love's truth as lightning bolts from heaven to penetrate the hardest hearts; to expose all
jealousy, envy, strife, enmity, division and separation and create the desire for reconciliation.
I call for love bombs from heaven's arsenal to explode over all who are motivated by negative emotions of
fear, betrayal, jealousy, bitterness and competitiveness; to reveal the Father's heart for reconciliation,
restoration and the renewal of relationship
I call for all who have been ostracised, excluded or marginalised to be welcomed back into relationship, so
that fellowship will be restored
I call for the light of love to shine into the darkness of division to reveal the true motivation of the hearts of
men following the DIY tree path of negative trading
I call for the restoration of broken relationships and theological divisions
I call for the light of truth to shine brightly to restore honour and respect between those who have been
divided
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I call for the barriers to come down and the defences to be removed for open and honest dialogue to take
place.
I call for the desire for reconciliation and restoration to be birthed by the Spirit of Truth within the hearts
and minds of all who are at enmity with each other.
I call for the refiner’s fire to rage with all-consuming love and the Seraphim to be assigned from heaven's
legions to administer the fire of love.
I call for a round table to be established to broker peace
Son, keep your heart pure; and as an elder statesman, take the kingdom high ground but also the low
ground of humility; and broker peace.
Son, the kingdom manifests in many ways and through many different people; just make sure that you
continue to be a channel, and honour those who I choose to use differently.
Son, do not judge My different methods or vessels; ensure that you remain you, not compromising or
comparing yourself with others.
Son, have deep compassion for others; yet do not excuse their behaviour.
Love speaks the truth for the benefit of others, not for the benefit of yourself.
Make sure that your motives are pure when you share with others and share about others; cover their
nakedness do not expose it.
Son, learn from and help others not to repeat the same mistakes of the past.
Son, you know My heart of love for all My children, including those who act wrongly towards you; so keep a
loving and forgiving heart towards them and be at peace as far as it is possible.
It is time to move forward as an Ekklesia, but remember that the blueprint is what gives you the mandate;
and that has not changed, but its expression is constantly changing to reflect the renewing of your minds.
Don't separate or divide but maintain the integrity of the whole blueprint as an expression of true Ekklesia.
Help others to see the bigger picture of the foundation that supports the whole, not just the core or centre.
All those that the blueprint serves should be loved and cared for as much as those who are seen as
belonging and family members.
Do not exclude anyone but include everyone as I do
Son, do not separate what you do from who you are.
You are all Ekklesia and all are included from My perspective
Help reveal Me to them by helping them to see that they are valued by you and by Me.
Express My oracles to all by carrying My heart and loving all in the same way as you are loved.
All are to be loved so all can express love; and love must be unconditional or it is not love at all.
Son, it is time to truly create an environment of love; where all can truly know Me as love because they are
loved unconditionally with the same passion, as the foundation is built on love.
The foundation of all must be love that is genuine and truly unconditional towards all in its expression and
motivation.
Son, you do not have to be the same as other Ekklesia. Discover together who you are and how you can
express that reality.
Son, be the expression of who you are individually and corporately and do not compare or pattern after
others.
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Son, be free to be unrestricted and not limited by other expressions of Ekklesia.
Son, the way forward is to go back to the beginning and re-establish the foundation of relationship and then
re-engage the blueprint from a practical perspective.
The strategy will become clear when the blueprint is seen as a whole, with no divisions or separations.
Son, you still have the authority of the blueprint mandate so teach how to use that to legislate effectively.
Teach how to frame life from heaven's perspective for favour and blessing, to trust in My provision,
protection and direction.
Teach how to engage the heart of God in the eternal now, the 4 faces of YHVH, and within your own heart.
Teach the tutoring of Wisdom, 7 spirits and the 4 angels along with the cloud of witnesses relationally.
Today re-establish trust and heart within the whole and share the Ekklesia model of Church in relation to the
whole blueprint.
Son, a new vista that has a new landscape for the Ekklesia and the Joshua Generation is being established;
although many will die in the wilderness, even more will cross over into their inheritance.
This cannot take place without major shifts in consciousness through deconstruction and renewal of the
mind.
The religious constructs must be challenged through powerful encounters with the living word of God to
expose and remove false doctrines and theology concerning My nature, created through man's own
understanding of the Bible.
I am is speaking today as I am has always spoken; but there are many more with ears to hear than ever
before, so that the generations can come together in unity of heart, mind and purpose.
Son, herald the call and proclaim the beginning of the dawning of a new day: release heaven's frequency, the
frequency of heaven's sound and light.
Heaven's frequency is the frequency of love. It is the sound of Me wooing My children to a restored face to
face relationship of innocence.
At the dawning of this new day I call for the light of love to burst forth from this new horizon with a new
hope of new reality
I call for love's light to shine with the radiance of God's true glory and essence
I call for the iconoclastic power of love to deconstruct the false idols of religious doctrine and theology
I call for the true nature of God as love to begin to resonate within the hearts and minds of the children of
God
I call for an open heaven over all conferences and gatherings
I call for open hearts and minds
I call for love bombs and lightning bolts of heavenly revelation to explode
I call for encounters to separate and reintegrate soul and spirit
I call for investitures in Lordship, Kingship and mature sonship
I call for a manifestation of rest in deep revelation of love, joy and peace
I call for the unveiling of the oracles of the Father's heart
I call for the reconstruction and renewal of the mind
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I call for all legalistic and old covenant thinking to be exposed and new covenant truth to be revealed.
I release the call for the children of God to gather and hear heaven's call to sonship
I release the 4 angels of transformation to go and prepare the way for the favour and blessing of God's love
to manifest.
I call for Transformation to prepare hearts and minds for challenge
I call for Winds of Change to blow in new seasons
I call for the Sound of Many Waters to call deep to deep
I call for Refiner’s Fire to prepare the crucible of purification
I call for the children of God to hear the cry of the Father's heart calling them to sonship
I call the Joshua Generation to arise and shine and cross over into the promised land of their inheritance
Son, listen to My voice and feel My heart; know who you are, and do not be distracted by circumstances.
Call forth what you need to fulfil your destiny and outwork the blueprint you have accepted responsibility
for.
Ensure that you are aligned with My heart to be blessed to be a blessing; and establish the government and
rule of all the mountains you have been given.
I call forth the favour and blessing of God upon the ministry to the disadvantaged
I call for the opening of the treasury room of heaven and the release of the resources of heaven into the
earth
I call for the blessing and favour of God to be upon the day centre and the Freedom Centre
I call for the manifestation of true transformation of body, soul and spirit in healing and wholeness
I call for the manifestation of heaven on the earth through FCA
I call forth the blessing of the kingdom of God throughout FCA
I call for the provision, protection and direction of the Father over His heavenly blueprint
I call for righteousness and justice to be established throughout the Freedom blueprint
I call for the Community mountain to function in authority and true government to be established
Son, your destiny is not tied to Freedom and you are free to pursue what I call you to do independently if
you wish.
I will open the doors for the message I have given you if you choose, but I will also bless through FAR.
I am that I am is to be your focus, so you can be who you are to be within the circle of the dance.
The frequency of sonship is beginning to resonate within the dimensions to bring the hope of restoration; to
all things, for all things.
Continue to facilitate sons arising to take their places in relationship and responsibility so that frequency will
extend beyond its present boundaries.
Son, the old must go for the new to come; do not hold onto the old for fear of not knowing the new.
You will not fully have the new until the old has completely been let go of, just like the old and new
covenant:
The old was still present in reality and in thinking while the new was fully coming into being.
The old was obsolete and yet still functioning in people's lives while it was fading away.
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It was resisting the new, all the while trying to keep people locked into the bondage of the old system of the
law instead of the freedom of the new covenant relationship.
Son, the birth pangs of the old are even now causing fear and confusion where the Moses order are keeping
people from embracing the freedom of the promised land beyond the veil.
Love is the only way freedom will come; as perfect love casts out fear from the old order, which is based on
the fear of an angry GOD who needs appeasing.
The original mediatorial system was birthed in fear when those who came out of Egypt refused face to face
intimacy with Me through fear and lost identity and sent Moses, the mediator, to represent them.
The golden calf was their DIY way of appeasing Me and the law was introduced to limit their independence
but fulfil their need for religious structure rather than intimate relationship.
Son, legislate; do not just hope for the best. Bring My precepts, statutes and laws into play and use My heart,
mind and voice to establish My government.
Release the sound that will resonate within the hearts and minds of those in the wilderness who know there
must be more than this.
Call them to cross over into the promised land of their inheritance and arise and shine, seated in the
heavenly places.
Son, release the sound and blue light call to sonship identity, position and authority; and draw those who
will need discipleship.
Son, issue the rallying cry; you have 2 scrolls to draw people to: the Joshua Generation and the harvest.
Son, call the forerunners to come out of hiding and insecurity into the light of their destinies.
Son, there are many streams coming together that are mostly blind to the direction that others are travelling
from; but they will merge in the flow of the restoration of all things.
Son, restoration is My desire but this must encompasses both eschatology and the supernatural realms.
The universalists are travelling towards both realised eschatology and an open heaven mystical flow.
The mystical are travelling towards realised eschatology and universal restoration.
The realised eschatologists are travelling towards the mystical and the restoration of all things position.
Those who are restoring energy healing easily embrace the mystical realms but are also travelling towards
the ‘eschatology of hope’ and the ‘restoration of all things’ positions.
These 4 positions are inevitably meeting together into a unified whole.
At present there are those who hold 2 or 3 positions but few who hold all 4 positions. The realisation and
revelation is beginning to dawn but the deconstruction has yet to fully take place.
Many are unwilling to embrace all the positions because they have not seen Me face to face.
Son, embrace your destiny and you will see Me open doors of opportunity that you have permission to
engage as you wish.
More strategic partners will emerge as you actively seek to relate to ambassadors of My kingdom.
Son, pursue proactively, with desire, not just reactively. Seek to open avenues that are as yet closed in
nations and continents through legislation of My heart.
As you release your sound and frequency with light calls, you will connect with more fellow travellers on the
journey.
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Son, equip those who are willing to self-sacrifice to embrace their own blueprints and be living stones within
Freedom.
The Centre must evolve into a healing and wellness centre, where the hindrances can be removed and the
equipping can take place.
Son, prepare for the change at the end of 2020 which I told you to be ready for.
I have a change of emphasis and heart for you that will enable you to go beyond again into a new season.
Son, keep your heart close to mine and be gentle and humble with a soft and tender heart.
I am is about to write on the tablets of your heart to transform your thinking and renew your heart's desires.
Son, be ready and be prepared to be taken out of your comfort zone again and again as there are few who
are ready and even fewer who are prepared for challenges that are ahead.
The changes are preparations for the dawning of a new season of grace that will be needed for what is
ahead.
A new reason for a new season with a new horizon will be unveiled to you as you keep heart to heart with
Me.
Son, the four streams of thought that are converging give a framework of agreement and government that
will be the foundation for a whole new era, where My children will come into this maturity of sonship.
Great shakings are going to take place; with many tremors leading the way so that My children will learn not
to put their trust in DIY methods, as only that which is sourced in My kingdom will remain trustworthy.
All that can be shaken will be shaken and only those who stand on solid foundations will be able to stand
firm and will be immovable.
Son, relax: rest in Me during the quaking and shaking, and live by My faith.
Know Me and know true reality; as you live in the truth, the truth will live in you, and will transform the
reality around you.
Son, know My heart; feel what I feel and love like I love and you will be able to do what I do.
I live in the now and neither fret or worry but I enter into every moment with My children and feel in all
things like they do.
That is why the restoration of all things is My desire – so that all things can come back into My rest and live
loved.
I desire that the harmony of creation will be restored: all things will once again be in oneness and be whole.
Son, as My children become one as we are one, then creation can be one once again; and all will be unified
within the circle of the dance.
Son, look into My eyes: what do you see?
I saw love – deep, intense, overwhelming love; and I saw myself loved, accepted, affirmed, appreciated and
approved.
I saw the Father’s desire for Me to be the ‘me’ He made me to be in the reflection of I am.
Son, I feel the same for all My children unconditionally, just as I do for you.
The world needs to look into My eyes and see the true reality of who I am reflecting back, who they are.
Son, keep preaching the truth. Don't stop, don't be intimidated by opposition and don't hold back from
unashamedly proclaiming who I am really is.
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The world that I came to save has rejected the lie of who I am, but will embrace the true reality of I am when
they can see Me in you, My children.
I am love; and that love is stronger than death, the grave, and any lie; and is more powerful than any force in
creation.
I am is able to overcome any obstacle, hindrance, opposition, power or barrier, including time itself, with
love.
I am love and I will not be denied.
Love conquers all. I will never give up, I will never fail, stop or falter, as love has no limits or boundaries and
extends throughout all of creation, in all time and all space.
Son, you have looked into My eyes and you have seen the determination that I am has for the restoration of
all things.
Son, do you think that My desire and My will can be thwarted?
No!
The love that offered itself upon the foundation stone of creation, before the foundation or the fall of the
world, will not and cannot be denied.
Whatever the length, depth, height, distance or dimension, I am has already triumphed and overcome by
love.
Son, the power of love is beyond your capacity to fathom; but it is the true reality of I am.
Son, rest; and trust Me for provision of all sorts by seeking first the kingdom in righteousness.
Let I am be I am, and see what I am can do.
Do not try to do, without being in rest in My favour and blessing.
I am your provider; let My provision come forth from that which has been established in heaven first.
Live loved
Love living
Live loving
Rest
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